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What is Happening to the Great Barrier Reef?
Severe regional bleaching used to hit a given reef about every 27 years. 

Since the 1980s, the pace has accelerated to every six. Even in the best conditions, badly 
damaged reefs take at least 10 years to rebound. The Great Barrier Reef, struck two years in 
a row, may never fully recover.

What is Happening to the Coral?

In coral there is a special algae that produces the 
vibrant colour of the coral. When exposed to  
warmer water the coral rejects the algae causing 
the coral to turn white and die. All this is  
because of Global Warming and could be  
stopped by changing to renewable energy.

Sun Shield a possible solution? 

A Sun shield is 50,000 times thinner than a human hair. It has been designed to sit at the 
surface of the water, directly above corals. The thin film is meant to be like an umbrella that 
partially blocks out the sun. The shield is biodegradable and is made of calcium carbonate, 
the same component that coral skeletons are made of. “The surface film provided protec-
tion and reduced the level of bleaching in most coral species,” said Anna Marsden from the 
Great Barrier Reef Foundation. Scientists hope that this idea will slow the coral from dying.
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What is Happening to the Coral?

In coral there is a special algae that produces the vibrant colour of the coral. When exposed 
to warmer water the coral rejects the algae causing the coral to turn white and die. All this is 
because of Global Warming and could be stopped by changing to renewable energy.

Great Barrier Reef Survey:

We have done a survey based on knowledge and ideas from the Great Barrier Reef. We asked 
8 people from around the school questions that we have come up with and these are the 
answer they gave us.

Survey answers:

• Ellie – 1 Global Warming-89%-2014-Yes-No Plastic on the beach no fossil fuels /global 
warming-6-Whole school assembly-Tutor Time.

• Mr Hickman- 1 Global Warming-7%-Yes-Dealing with climate change, stricter on 
protection, no protection in the sea, stricter laws on fishing- Plastic free, carbon neutral   
school, school trips (reducing carbon footprint), solar panels, renewable energy, 
Hydroelectric energy.

• Norris- 1 Global Warming-89%- 1881- Yes- Less pollution, renewable energy, solar wind, 
Economy (Money), relating the issue to something they can relate to.

• Min- 1 Pollution-52%-1974-Yes through Geography- Reduce waste, emissions, more fish, 
no plastics in reefs- Canteen start doing it now.

• Sophie and Summer- 1 Pollution- 23%- 2014- Yes- Yes people could stop using plastic, 
stop littering, recycle banners.

• Banjo- Pollution/Coral Mining-52%-2014-Yes-Plant new corals-Raise money for it.

• Miss Spooner - Global Warming-23%-1881-Yes-Sustainability Energy-Geography, 
Assembly, Event.

• Mr Lloyd-Pollution-52%-1974-No-Ways of reducing pollution in the ocean because there 
can be some big threats that the world is up against-Around plastic and where it all goes.

This is a link to the Survey.

From these surveys we have learnt that the level of awareness is reasonably high although 
as a school/community I think that we need to raise more awareness of it so that everyone 
is aware.

In conclusion we need to realise what is happening to the earth and appreciate everything we 
take for granted or else it will be gone before we know it, and the Barrier reef is just a small 
part of that. There is lots more issues around the world and we need to do something to help, 
even if that just means becoming plastic-free or raising awareness. We need to do our part.
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